
Slippery When New????

It’s a question that just never goes away, and everyone has their own opinion on
the subject. I’m speaking of course about new tires for your motorcycle.

The question came up again recently via e-mail where a
young guy took his recently purchased crotch rocket in for
a new back tire and as he pulled out of the parking lot of
the bike shop the bike apparently slid out from under him
– crushing his leg.

So the questions abound:
- Is this rider error
- did the service manager tell him to take it easy on

the new tire until it was broken in
- are new tires indeed “slippery”
- are new tires “oiled” to keep them fresh in storage
- do new tires have “mold release” on them
- are new tires just smooth because they are fresh

out of the mold
- do they need to be “broken in” or “scuffed up”?

In researching this, it became apparent quite quickly that everyone has their own opinion. The
closest “expert opinion” that I came across was from an article in Sport Rider magazine. The
following is from an interview with the manager for the Pirelli Global motorcycle tire program.
This guy has been in motorcycle tire design for 20+ years, so he should be an expert on the
subject.

Some myths/facts that he covered in the interview:

1) Mold release is no longer used by any major manufacturer. This stopped years ago. Today, they only
use mold release on the SIDEWALL to ensure that all the little numbers, text, and company logo come out
flawless.

2) "scrubbing" in tires is a myth and completely useless. There is NO coating on the tire surface that needs
to be "scrubbed" or worn off at all. New tire break-in is ALL about temperatures. That little wiggle you see
riders do leaving the paddock, or heading out to the twisties is 110% useless and gives false confidence. It
does almost nothing to help prepare the tire to grip.

3) New tire break-in is all about temperature. A new tire should be at 165F for at least 10 minutes before
you push it, and it should be at that temperature for an hour before you really trust it. On the street, figure
about 20 minutes of hard riding. The ENTIRE purpose of this as new tire break-in, is to get the carcass
warm enough that the oils and chemicals in the rubber leech out completely.

So, does any of this help you? Probably not because you undoubtedly have your own ideas about how
or why a new tire should be broken in. The best advice that I can give you (and I am definitely NOT an
expert) is to take it easy with new tires for the first 100 to 200 km. New tires are smooth and have limited
traction. Make sure you cycle the tires through heating up and cooling down a couple of times to
condition the rubber and wear off the smoothness. Take turns gently, slowly increasing your angle of
lean. Slowly is the key: You always want enough of the contact patch to be on the broken-in section that
you don’t lose it. Eventually your chicken-strips will disappear.

One last word: NEVER spray any kind of tire cleaner on a motorcycle tire – you’ll be sorry if you do!
Mild soap and rinsing with fresh water is all they need.


